Association of optic atrophy and type 1 diabetes: clinical hallmarks for the diagnosis of Wolfram syndrome
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A 25-year-old woman presented with a 3-year history of progressive visual loss. She had type 1 diabetes mellitus (DM1) since 18-year-old. Fundoscopy showed atrophic optic discs (Figure 1). MRI disclosed bilateral optic nerve atrophy (Figure 2). Optic coherence tomography demonstrated disease progression (Figure 3). Exome sequencing disclosed two deleterious mutations in WFS gene [the novel variant c.1228_1231delCTCT (p.Leu410Leufs*31) and the already reported mutation¹ c.472 G>A (p.Glu158Lys)], confirming Wolfram syndrome (WFS). Full consent was obtained from the patient for the case publication.

WFS is a rare autosomal recessive disease characterized by DM1, optic atrophy, deafness, and diabetes insipidus²³. The coexistence of DM1 and optic atrophy suggest WFS but molecular confirmation is mandatory⁴. Besides optic atrophy, MRI findings in WFS may include hyperintense signal in pons and in optic tracts, brainstem atrophy and absence of neurohypophyseal "bright signal"⁵.

Figure 1. Fundus image discloses marked bilateral atrophic optic discs with temporal pallor.
Figure 2. MRI of Wolfram patient (A, C, E) compared with an age-matched healthy subject (B, D, F). Coronal T2-weighted image using fat saturation (A) demonstrates striking hypoplasia of both optic nerves in the orbits (arrows); note the normal appearance in the healthy subject (B). The same sequence in the axial plane shows the same finding in the patient (C - arrows), compared to the normal aspect (D). Optic chiasm is also hypoplastic in Wolfram patient, demonstrated in a coronal post-contrast T1-weighted image (E - arrow), while a normal optic chiasm is appreciated in the healthy subject (F - arrow).

Figure 3. Optic coherence tomography measure around the disc showing thin retina, mainly thin nerve fiber layer performed at two dates (Nov 05th 2012 and May 21st 2014). Comparing both exams one can see progressive decrease on the retina thickness (Continua).
Figure 3. (Continuação) Optic coherence tomography measure around the disc showing thin retina, mainly thin nerve fiber layer performed at two dates (Nov 05th 2012 and May 21st 2014). Comparing both exams one can see progressive decrease on the retina thickness.
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